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Her First Time: 5 Sexy Older Man Younger Woman Shorts
The only thing more difficult than catching her, is keeping her. Dex I've spent the
last four years in self-imposed celibacy. It was going fine until I met her. Remy
Harris, the wild eyed vixen no man can pin down. She's more than willing to have a
good time, but I'm looking for so much more than that. Remy Love 'em and leave
'em. It's safer that way. In my experience all men are looking for is a good time
anyway. It's better to give them what they want and walk away before they can do
the same to you. When I needed a calculus tutor I never expected to find one
who's sosexy. Since when are nerds so hot? **While every book in this series can
be read as a stand alone, you will likely get more enjoyment from Impossible Girl if
you've read Worth the Wait and Naughty Angel first **mature conten

Anal Sex - Erotica 40-Pack - 40 Sinful Stories (Anal Sex Erotica
First Time Anal Erotica Anal Threesome Erotica Anal MILF
Erotica)
He's the man of her X-rated dreams Schoolteacher Christy Baker has just had a
naughty dream. A hot, intense and fantastically sexy dream. The next morning,
however, Christy learns that the delish stranger in her hot little nighttime romp
isn't some random guy--he's her neighbor! Lt. Jason White has been enjoying
naughty dreams, too. In fact, they're the exact same ones. Somehow, he and
Christy are having mind-bendingly hot sex while they sleep! But dreams are
mirrors into the soul--and Jason fears the mysterious bond he shares with a woman
he hardly knowsno matter what the chemistry. The only solution? To break the
connection for goodby turning those haunting dreams into mind-blowing reality!

Exploration
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Remington Stringer has never been like most girls. She's outspoken, brazen and
wants nothing more than to escape the Nevadan hell hole that she calls home. On
the brink of eighteen, with a deceased mother and a well-meaning, yet absent
father, she is forced to fend for herself. The only person she's ever had to depend
on is her borderline obsessive stepbrother, Ryan. But, what used to be her anchor
is quickly becoming a loose cannon. When Remi gets the opportunity to attend the
best private school in the state during her senior year of high school, she jumps at
the chance. Then she meets Mr. James. Ornery, aloof, and totally irresistible. Most
girls would swoon in secrecy. Most girls would doodle his name with hearts in their
notebook. But Remi Stringer has never been like most girls.

Misbehaved
41 Tones of Erotic Chocolate Vanilla Cravings
Brat's Anal Mega Bundle : 15 XXX Stories (First Time Rough
Anal Sex Short Story Age Gap Age Difference Collection
Anthology Erotica)
Esther wrote down her fantasies about her tutor, but she never intended for him to
read them.

Hot for Teacher
Nineteen-year-old Dom and Toby are in summer school, on the verge of failing
again, fearing they won't graduate high school until they're twenty. Desperate for a
passing grade, they hire eighteen-year-old Sam to tutor them. They recently
discovered him on a kink app, and can’t wait to get better acquainted. Dom and
Toby have fooled around in the past, but they’re both tops in search of a bottom.
From what they’ve seen on the app, Sam might be willing to do more than just
tutor them this summer.

The Naughty Virgin
Evie needs some discipline and Mr. Phillips is just the man to teach her a lesson.
When Mr. Phillips asked me to stay after class one day, I thought nothing of it.
After all, he was my Biology teacher, smart, interesting and with a great body to
boot. But after everyone else left, things started getting interesting Because Mr.
Phillips drew all the shades Locked the classroom door And ordered me to kneel
And when he pulled out a cucumber, I gasped because the only thing I could say
was "Teacher, YES!" Note: Teaser got your panties in a scrunch? Then get ready for
a sexy, smutty tale about a virgin and her alpha male tearing it up when they
shouldn't be! Guaranteed HEA.

College Craving
College football's most notorious tight end wants to show her that everything's
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bigger in Texas. Cassie I can't stand jocks. And I don't know the first thing about
football. So it's just my luck that the tutoring job I take to get me through graduate
school involves making sure a dumb jock passes his classes. Now, I'm babysitting
Colton King, a spoiled arrogant player who's as famous for his bedroom antics as
he is for his football skills. The tight end with the filthy mouth tells me he'll show
me that everything's bigger in Texas. And heaven help me, I just might be
considering it. * * * Colton My life is one big party, and that's never going to
change. Not even if my coach finds me a nerdy tutor he thinks will keep me in line.
Miss Goody Two Shoes is uptight, high-strung, and unimpressed by the fact that
I'm a campus legend. Even worse, the hot little tutor is as pure as the driven snow.
Debauching her and making her mine is the ultimate challenge. And I always rise
to the occasion.

Wives Being Shared
A dazzling debut from one of Australia's most gifted young writers "Maguire keeps
the prose crackling and the dialogue lively from the first page to the last."
Publishers Weekly Sarah Clark's life is irrevocably changed at the age of 14 when
her English teacher, Mr Carr, seduces her after class. Their affair is illegal, erotic,
passionate and dangerous - a vicious meeting of minds and bodies. But when Mr
Carr's wife discovers the affair, he has to choose between them and moves to
another city with his family. Sarah is devastated and from that day on her life is
defined by a series of meaningless, self-abasing sexual encounters, hoping with
each man that she will experience the same delicious feelings she had with Mr
Carr. Seven years later Daniel Carr walks back into Sarah's life and she is drawn
once again into the destructive relationship. Is Sarah strong enough to "tame the
beast"? PRAISE FOR EMILY MAGUIRE "At the heart of Emily Maguire's work lies an
urgent need to pull away at the interconnecting threads of morality, society and
human relationships." Sydney Morning Herald "what you get, along with a sharp
mind and a keenness to investigate cultural confusions, is an engaging ability to
put the vitality of the story first." Weekend Australian

Taming His Tutor
What do you do when your dreams start coming true? The bestselling supernatural
erotica is out in one complete collection! Bill is a dreamer. His head is full of the
women he desires: the innocent Cynthia, the submissive Rochelle, the sultry
Juanita, and the demure Hikaru.When Cynthia is captured by the devilishly sexy
Daevia, Bill is plunged into a world of sex and danger. Aided by Rochelle, Bill
discovers that Heaven and Hell are quite real.And their eternal war is spilling over
into the real world.Guided in his dreams by the mysterious Sophia, Bill and
Rochelle fight against Daevia's depraved plan. But how can two college students
stop a Succuba with Powers of Hell behind her?This collection contains all five
novellas of the My Fallen Angel series. This sultry collection contains harem,
supernatural, lesbian, BDSM, menage, sexy angels, vivacious demons, and so
much more naughty delights!"Extremely well-written and engrossing erotic novel
that is wickedly hot - full of angels and fallen angels (succubi)."-Bella Swann,
Erotica Author
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Santa's Naughty Helper
AN EDUCATION IN PLEASURE Married young to a man hand-picked by her father,
Elizabeth Petre is an ideal Victorian lady. She has borne two sons and endured
sixteen years of selfless duty in a passionless marriage. Craving a man's loving
touch yet loyal to her wedding vows, Elizabeth is determined to seduce her coldly
indifferent husband. She knows of only one man who can teach her the erotic
secrets of love. A LESSON IN LOVE The bastard son of an English countess and an
Arab sheik, Ramiel Devington was reared to embrace both Western culture and
Eastern pleasure. Scorned by society and challenged by prim Elizabeth's request,
he undertakes her instruction in the art of sensual delight. But when the lessons
become a temptation neither can resist, Elizabeth is forced to choose between
obligation and a bold, forbidden passion

HOT TUTOR: (Sweet and Beauty) Hot and Sexy Photo Book
Collection
SHE WAS BOUND TO PLEASE! Jessica is a full-time college student surviving on
scholarships with no time or money for anything else, except her erotic daydreams
of a tall, dark, dominant stranger. Facing a penniless, jobless summer, Jessica is
thrilled when one of her professors refers her for a three month au pair position in
Haiti, working for the prominent and wealthy Michael Jergen. Jessica jumps at the
chance, envisioning a summer of adventure in an exotic new land. But, little
though she dreams it, Jessica's fantasies are about to become real. For Jergen is
tall, dark, and a dom, and in Jessica he instantly recognizes a beautiful young
woman eager to submit. Thus commences Jessica's journey into a whirlwind world
of submission, pleasure -and the mystique of Haitiï's legendary Voodoo rituals.

34 Tones of Erotic Chocolate Vanilla Cravings
Doctors in love? Romy Sasse doesn't want to fall for her surgical superstar boss
Blue Allende, But the gorgeous doctor makes it clear: he wants her. Soon, they
cannot deny their attraction, and begin a steamy affair With Christmas coming,
and the marriage of Blue's father and Romy's mother, Romy and Blue soon
become inseparable. But when dark secrets and lies threaten their love, neither
can tell if their love will survive

Summer School of Submission
I’m the type of guy you don’t tell what to do. I’m the guy who knows what he
wants. I bend the rules: things go my way, and I don’t pay the consequences. So,
when I get into legal and financial trouble, I’m more than happy to take the plea
deal to avoid a scandal. And what is that deal? Playing the part of Santa in one of
the largest malls in New York. I’ll get through it, go through the motions. Then I
meet Alexis. She’s timid, she’s innocent, she’s sexy. She should be on the Nice List
for sure, but I’ll put her on the Naughty List.

Sticky Erotica - The Rougher 150 Taboo Exotic Sex Hot Stories
Bundle Collection
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College is just a lot more fun with Professor Richard.. Linda was yearning for
knowledge and her college classes or the boys around her could not give it. Neither
Linda or her professor realized that their lives would never be the same, or would
their understanding of love. Their future would be wonderful if he could keep up
with her exuberance and carnal desires Linda was excited, in the knowledge of
what was about to come. Richard thought that he maybe had found someone that
he could finally enjoy life with. Her heart would beat to the breaking point, and
feelings of extreme pleasure and light pain would course through her body, not
allowing her to think or even make a decision. WHAT TO EXPECT: A novel length,
sensual, romantic love story with MF, Solo scenes. A story that will compel you not
just make you hot. This is an erotic, romantic story about an adventuresome young
female and her professor as the others that their lives come in contact with. Their
fantasy becomes reality and takes them out of the classroom and into the
bedroom. Then they discover a much deeper and more powerful connection with
each other than they ever anticipated. A sensual, erotic, consenting, safe, naughty
and ridiculously hot tale of exhilarating love. George Punwell - Novel, secret,
university, sexy and erotic.

The Lady's Tutor
Welcome to my hedonism factory where lusty fun will grab your sexual imagination
and run wildWhat happens when you break into an apartment to steal stuff and
see a hot naked white girl in bedWhat happens when your friend at work needs a
stripper for a bachelorette partyWhat happens when my hot big booty coworker
wants to dance What happens when the babe interviewing you is not wearing
panties or a braWhat happens when you buy your best friend at work her dream
carWhat happens when the hot amazon you work with has a fetishWhat happens
when you dance up on your boss's big booty at a club without seeing her faceWhat
happens when you buy the hot married blonde at work an expensive presentWhat
happens when you give your coworker real diamonds but tell her its fake at her
birthday partyWhat happens when two virgin nerds hit it off at the promWhat
happens when your unreasonable demands at work is agreed tooWhat happens
when your coworker gets naughty during a boring meetingWhat happens when
your hot boss wants company bonding at a night clubWhen happens when all the
male models leave for the day and the boss needs you to model the underwear
redesignWhat happens when your favorite teacher breaks her expensive phone
and you buy her a new oneWhat happens when your adoptive mom have to take
care of you after you break both wrist playing basketballWhat happens when your
sexy coworker can't sleep and needs someone to cuddle with to get to sleepWhat
happens when you get stuck in an elevator with your hot coworkerWhat happens
when your hot big booty coworker needs help grocery shoppingWhat happens
when your married coworker wants you to take her roughlyWhat happens when
you have to make special extra deliveries of pleasureWhat happens when your
voluptuous teacher agrees to tutor youWhat happens when I need my hot English
teacher to help me with my SAT'sWhat happens when I need an assistant and a
vanilla goddess walks inWhat happens when I pose without my shirt for Miss
KarenWhat happens when your therapist enjoys teasing you with her goodiesWhat
happens when your hot coworker moves to Florida and you still want her
badlyWhat happens when a hot cop doesn't date black menWhat happens when a
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hot curvy coworker is wet for youWhat happens when your hot coworker and you
are hot for each other go to an expoWhat happens when bushes gets you hotWhat
happens when you notice a hot white girl at lunch and offer her a jobWhat happens
when rich old dad leaves you, your stepmom and stepsister but leave a big
checkWhat do you do when you get special requests as a masseur from a hot
mamaWhat happens when Miss Karen helps me with my calculusWhat happens
when my new married coworker is a flirty vanilla goddessWhat happens when my
girlfriends roommate/best friend is very horny and naughtyWhat happens when my
new driver Stefanie finds out I like white girlsWhat happens when you win a
naughty betWhat happens when a hot coworker forgets her umbrella and I help her
outWhat happens when my dad remarries Stefanie and her hot daughterThese are
all the hedonism stories in this book: Apartment B&E, Bachelorette Party, BBM,
Best interview ever, BFF, Big Sexy, Big surprise, Birthday gift, Birthday Party,
Bombshell nerd, Bonus, Boring Meeting, Boss Lady (2), Boss Lady, Broken Cell
Phone, Call me Amanda, Can't Sleep, Dirty Diana, Help, Helping out, Horny Susan,
Hot For Teacher (2), Hot For Teacher, Hot Interview, Hot Miss Karen, Hot Therapist,
I Could Send A Plane For You Baby, I Never Date Black Men, Inappropriate,
Infatuation, Into The Bush, Job Offer, Left, Massage Complications, Math Tutor, Mrs.
Flirty, My Girlfriends Horny Roommate, My New Chauffeur, Naughty Bet, Need and
New Beginnings

Taming the Beast
Kat Caruso wishes her brain had a return policy, or at least a complaint hotline. The
defective organ is constantly distracted, terrible at statistics, and absolutely
flooded with inappropriate thoughts about her boyfriend's gorgeous best friend,
Alec . . . who just so happens to be her brand-new math tutor. Who knew nerds
could be so hot? Kat usually goes through tutors like she does boyfriends—both
always seem to bail when they realize how hopeless she is. It's safer for her heart
to keep everyone at arm's length. But Alec is always stepping just a little too close.
Alec Stone should not be fantasizing about Kat. She's adorable, unbelievably witty,
and completely off-limits. He'd never stab his best friend in the back . . . But when
secrets are revealed, the lines of loyalty are blurred. To make it count, Alec must
learn that messy human emotions can't be solved like a trigonometry function. And
Kat has to trust that he may be the first guy to want her for who she is, and not in
spite of it.

Naughty Bits
“Let me see how much you want it” Virgin Sarah is about to go off to college, but
before the untouched blonde goes, she needs a seasoned tutor to break her in
hard and raw. Her hot new neighbor is the perfect candidate to tutor her,
especially since she’s had a crush on him for a while--long before the sexy older
man moved in across the street. Back in the day, he never gave her anything less
than a B, but this time, she’s about to score a D! 18+ Teachable is a free erotic
short story involving naughty neighbors. It is a standalone tale, but Sarah's story
continues in two other parts (available separately)! Mature adults only. Tags:
steamy romance books, teacher student erotica, hot, new adult, college girl, coed
babe, cherry popped, deflowered, older man younger woman, age difference, may
december, age gap dating, hardcore, risky, dirty, casual, raunchy, exotic, first time
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stories, filthy, unprotected sex, losing virginity, erotica freebies, student teacher,
professor, deflower, quickies, smutty, explicit, xxx, sensual, seduction, sexual
encounters, intercourse, serial, series, ebooks, read

Full Count
Dr. Ellie Swan has a plan: open her practice in tiny Bluelick, Kentucky, so she can
keep an eye on her diabetic father, and make hometown golden-boy Roger
Reynolds fall in love with her. But Ellie has a problem. Roger seeks a skilled,
sexually adventurous partner, and bookish Ellie doesn't qualify. Tyler Longfoot only
cares about three things: shaking his bad boy image, qualifying for the loan his
company needs to rehab a piece of Bluelick's history, and convincing Ellie to keep
quiet about the "incident" that lands him on her doorstep at two a.m. with a bullet
in his behind. The adorable Dr. Swan drives a mean bargain, though. If sex-on-astick Tyler will teach Ellie how to bring a man to his knees, she'll forget about the
bullet. Armed with The Wild Woman's Guide to Sex and Tyler's lessons, Ellie is
confident she can become what Roger needsif she doesn't fall for Tyler first. Each
book in the Private Pleasures series is STANDALONE: * Private Practice * Light Her
Fire * Falling for the Enemy

Lustful Fantasies
"Lessons in seduction When Rosalind Howard takes a job as private librarian for the
charming and distinguished Julian Hadey, she soon finds that cataloguing his
collection of erotica will be the least of her duties. Julian requires a tutor for his
wife's cousin. Though young and beautiful, David is extremely sheltered and
uninitiated in the arts of erotic love. Can Rosalind teach him all there is to know
about pleasure? A kinky erotic romance from Portia Da Costa, the Sunday Times
bestselling author of In Too Deep and the Accidental series."

The Escort's Tale
Filthy Collection of 150! Group stories including MMF Bisexual Threesome, MFM
Menage, and MMMF Gang! Read and experiences the adventures of the submissive
stunning females as they submit every inch of their breathtaking bodies,
relinquishing control of their most intimate part……..……..to multiple men!!
Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man
younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time
erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission,
humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking,
vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen,
girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx,
taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18,
dp, books, daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced,
mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction,
bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best
taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw
porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome,
threesome erotica, threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden,
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kinky, sexy, man of the house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.

Tackled: a Sports Romance
That smoking hot one-night stand with a former rock star? Turns out he's my son's
new music teacher. The night I met Campbell all I knew was he played my body
the same way he strummed a guitar — like he owned it. Now I’ve learned he’s the
man coming to my house twice a week to teach my kid — the best music lessons
money can buy. Time to turn down the volume on the late-night shenanigans with
the sexy single dad. Only that’s easier said than done. *** I can rock a guitar solo
in front of thousands, I can write chart-topping tunes, and I can absolutely stop
thinking about my student’s mother naked. Trouble is, the more I get to know
Mackenzie, the more I like all of her -- she’s an awesome mom, a great friend, and
she gets along perfectly with my teenage daughter. All we have to do is set some
rules and no one gets hurt. It’s all working out beautifully. Until we start breaking
the rules, one by one.

Teachable (Older Man Younger Woman Virgin Erotica)
From bestselling authors Sylvia Redmond and Sondra Wilde - 25 scorching hot
stories about hot wives and the men (and women) who love them! - Some are
innocent and naive - Others are conniving and manipulative But they all have three
things in common: they're hot, they're married and they're about to be
surrounding by multiple lovers!

The Queen B* Strikes Back
"A grand slam romance! FULL COUNT is sweet, sexy, and tackles tough issues with
heart. Lynn Stevens has knocked this sports romance out of the park!" - Marie
Meyer author of Turning Point Anyone who says they're having the worst day
hasn't met me. My girlfriend cheated, I blew out my knee, and probably trashed
my chance of going pro. All in one day. Then my jerk professor tells I'm almost on
academic probation. Awesome. Now I get to find a tutor. Enter Mallory Fine, quiet,
a little intense, and my kind of gorgeous. Who also happens to hate baseball and
any guy who plays it. Hello, curiosity. I tell myself this will be nothing more than a
tutoring relationship. I'm a liar. I want this girl. How hard can her secrets be to
unravel? It might be a challenge, but so is getting back on the ball field and I'm
determined to make that happen—no matter the cost. Each book in the Westland
University series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series
Order: Book #1 Full Count Book #2 Game On

Night After Night
4 XXX Naughty Stories Collection. Stories: 1. Gynecologist Appointment 2.
Mommy’s Bestie 3. Online Date 4. Sexy Tutor For Mature Audiences Only (18+)

Spare Rib
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My Fallen Angel
‘Anal Mega Bundle’ features fifteen mouth-watering stories of brat's taking it in the
butt for the first time in their lives. These alpha-males aren't messing around,
taking them in rough, virgin anal bouts that are sure to excite you. They're packing
serious heat and they're not afraid to use it in the age gap fantasies that push the
boundaries. Featuring – ‘The Rough Lumberjack’, ‘Brat at the Mall’, ‘Virgin Anal
Brat’, ‘My Tutor, Me and My Friend,’ ‘Rough Backdoor,’ ‘Her First Anal,’ ‘He Filled
My Butt,’ ‘Carwash Pounding,’ ‘Oops, My Butt Is Full!’ ‘Hey, That’s Naughty,’
‘Outdoor Anal Surprise,’ ‘He Found My Buttplug,’ The Hot-Tub,’ ‘He Fingered My
Butt’ ‘Full Body Search.’ (age gap, age difference, age gap erotica, age gap bundle,
age difference erotica, age difference bundle, bundle, collection, anthology, anal
sex, anal, first time, virgin, anal virgin, virgin bundle, virgin erotica, anal bundle,
anal sex bundle, anal erotica, first time bundle, anal collection, first time collection,
virgin collection, alpha male, kinky, brat, rough sex, xxx, fantasy)

Teaching the Au Pair to Submit
Alexis Wyndham isn’t quite sure what to think about her “friendship” with star
quarterback, Brett Pederson. Sure, he has more intelligence than the entire football
team combined. Not to mention that fact he’s a great kisser. When he asks her to
help him with his college admission essays, she isn’t sure if he’s doing it to spend
more time with her or if he’s just using her for her brains. But after her nemesis,
Summer Hoyt, makes it clear she’s not finished chasing after Brett, Alexis begins
realize how hard she’s fallen for Brett. Now the war is on, and the head
cheerleader will find out why she should never take on a Queen B*.

Once Upon A Real Good Time
The 'Anal Sex Erotica 40-Pack' contains 40 sinful stories of anal pleasure. Be it
threesomes, age-gap fantasies, strangers, dirty debutants, double doses or sultry
MILFS, the women in these stories have one thing in common : they love taking it
in the tiniest, tightest hole of all. If you like backdoor fantasies, then this collection
is for you! Warning : This book contains explicit sexual content. Strictly Adults
Only! Stories Included : 1. Popping My Anal Cherry At 40! 2. He's In My Butt 3. Him
& His Friend in Both Holes 4. Him & His Friend's Hot Rod 5. Filled by Him and His
Mechanic Friend 6. She Put Him in My Butt 7. Her First Anal 8. He Filled My Butt 9.
The Rough Lumberjack 10. Brat at the Mall 11. Taken in the Fitting Room 12. I
Kicked Her Out To Take Him In My Behind 13. His Anal Fantasy Became Mine 14.
Slide It In My Butt, Darling 15. Him & My Tutor Take Me Together 16. Him & His
Friend in the Motel Bed 17. Carwash Pounding 18. Oops, My Butt Is Full 19. Hey,
That's Naughty 20. Virgin Anal Brat 21. All Aboard the Anal Boat 22. Taken From
Both Sides 23. Double-Stuffed by My Boss & the Cabana Boy 24. Him & His Friend
Squeezed Inside Me 25. Hunting For Him & His Friend's Length 26. My Two Men At
Once 27. The Deal Sweetener 28. Outdoor Anal Fun 29. He Found My Buttplug 30.
My Teacher, Me & My Friend 31. Putting My Naughty Lodger In My Tight Behind 32.
Split Open My Behind, Honey 33. Seducing My Ass-Loving Lodger 34. Sharing My
Body With Two Men 35. My Best Friends Take Me And Don't Know It's Me 36. My
Butt Gets Punished 37. Taken By Two After Volleyball 38. He Fingered My Butt 39.
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Full Body Search 40. Rough Backdoor

Feeling Hot: 4 Xxx Naughty Stories
SEXY STORIES THAT MAKE PANTIES WET AND MEN HARD AS A ROCK! 150
scorching hot stories of all things dirty, taboo and sexy!!! Keywords: short sex
stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man younger woman,
victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners, first time erotica, virgin
erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination, submission, humiliation, punishment,
humiliated, punished, bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding,
bareback, ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt,
cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian,
toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy erotika, gay,
erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy, her, bisexual,
romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction, bdsm, interracial,
bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women, filthy, best taboo, mommy,
virgin, smut, collection, compilation, anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex,
free BBW, xxx bbw, adult short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica,
threesome bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the
house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.

Make It Count
This hot collection contains the following 7 sexy stories: Nasty: Adalyn is an eager,
sexy young white girl who's only desire was to be filled and stuffed by a
big,handsome black man. Kaleem may be in her employment, but that won't stop
her from pursuing this very well equipped stud. When Kaleem's hot girlfriend joins
the scene things get even more exciting than Adalyn ever hoped! Sexy: Vivian is a
sexy young white girl who is eager for a really big thrill. Thankfully, next door lives
Labron, a big handsome black man who is also very well equipped. Getting filled
and stuffed by him is only part of the fun, because when Vivian's sexy girlfriend
joins in things get scorching hot. Wicked: Piper is pleasantly surprised to learn her
new tutor is a former man of the house. Yorell is a big, handsome black man who is
very well equipped. He is more than willing to teach this eager, sexy young white
girl a good hard lesson. Eager: Addison is shocked when she nearly runs over
Tyrice, her former man of the house, while driving through the countryside. Tyrice
is a big, handsome black man who Addison knows for a fact is very well equiped.
Now this eager, sexy young white girl wants nothing more than to be filled and
stuffed by him. Naughty: Wanting to be filled and stuffed good and proper, Brielle
has picked the big, handsome black mailman for the pleasurable task. Not only is
he very well equipped but he is more than happy to give this eager, sexy young
white girl exactly what she wants. And when Brielle's girlfriend joins their naughty
encounter, things get more exciting than she ever dreamt of! Sassy: Gabriella is
pleasantly shocked to discover that her new history tutor is also her former man of
the house. This sexy, sassy young white girl has always desired him, and the fact
that he is a big, handsome black man who is very well equipped is a major bonus.
Wild: Arianna's new job happens to be managed by a big, handsome black man
that she instantly falls for. Despite the office environment this eager, sexy young
white girl desires to be filled and stuffed by him as soon as possible, and with his
sexy secretary joining the fun, too. For adults only. collection, erotic romance,
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The Professor
Do you want to spice up your marriage? Or perhaps you have a cuckold fantasy?
Whatever your desire or kink, call JD Pierce.Under his working name, Jasper has
built a solid clientele and reputation. As JD Pierce, high-priced escort, he
specializes in bringing bisexual fantasies to life. Sometimes a husband needs to be
humiliated. Maybe a couple wants to be naughty and roleplay the seduction of an
impressionable boy. Jasper, aka JD, is the man for the job.When a young woman
with a unique problem contacts Jasper, though, he fears he's out of his depth.
Alethia's husband Nick suffered a spinal cord injury. He has paraplegia. The couple
can no longer have conventional sex, and it's driving a wedge between them. Nick
is straight, but Alethia hires Jasper to help them fix things. Despite his doubts,
Jasper throws himself into the challenge. He wants to help sexy Nick reconnect
with his beautiful wife. Using imagination and honesty, he unearths hidden
fantasies in both of them. What he isn't prepared for is his attraction to these new
clients. The feeling grows quickly from desire to friendship and maybe something
more. Will Jasper help Nick and Alethia and then move on? Or will they be the
couple to bring to life this escort's own fantasy?The Escort's Tale is a standalone
bisexual erotic romance featuring a well-endowed lover-for-hire, a troubled man in
a wheelchair, and the determined woman who brings them all together.

Private Practice
The reluctant manager of his family's restaurant, Frankie attempts to live up to the
legacy of his father and grandfather. Running a business that isn't his passion and
trying to do it without asking for help leaves him turning to less-than-legal means
when he wants to surrender control. Newly divorced, Calvin no longer lives in the
closet, leaving him searching for what he most desires- control. So when he finds
Frankie on his knees in the back room of a local bar, Calvin sees the sub he's only
ever fantasized about having. Can Calvin find the confidence to explore his
dominant side while showing his younger roommate that submission isn't only
about whips and pain?

Teachable 1, 2, 3! Complete Collection
A sexy category romance from Entangled publishing's Brazen imprint When the
bedroom becomes the classroom Computer guru Abbi Hayes needs to kick her sex
life into overdrive—and she's designing the perfect App to make it happen. Thanks
to all of the self-help bedroom tips she's accumulating, she'll be able to go from
boring and passive to own-him-now vixen with a couple of swipes of a touch
screen. And whenformer NBA basketball star Joe Burns offers to help her test out
her ‘product,' how can she say no? Joe can't quite believe this temptress-in-training
is his formerly shy, geeky ex-math tutor. If Abbi wants to discover her inner vamp,
he'll happily be her how-to guide. But it only takes few face-to-face lessons to
realize that underneath the talk, there's a truly passionate woman begging to be
claimed by someone strong. Someone like him. Maybe it's time to teach his former
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The Tutor
Naughty Erotica (Explicit Adult Sexy Short Stories Bundle
Anthology)
Impossible Girl
Includes 5 hot stories of first times! 1) TEACHABLE: Inexperienced Sarah is about to
go off to college, but before the untouched blonde goes, she needs a seasoned
tutor to break her in hard and raw. Her hot new neighbor is the perfect candidate
to tutor her, especially since she’s had a crush on him for a while, long before the
sexy older man moved in across the street. Back in the day, he never gave her
anything less than a B, but this time, she’s about to score a D. 2) SHARING THE
HOTTIE NEXT DOOR: Untouched Pam and Sam have always done everything
together: they grew up together, bought their first lipstick together, and even
starting dating at the same time. Now it’s time for another first together, and when
they decide it’s time to lose their innocence, they set their eyes on their new
hunky next-door neighbor—a tanned, muscular dancer for a well-known strip club.
The gorgeous model has a reputation for packing large, and the girls are ready to
take all he can stuff them with, hard and unprotected! 3) FEEDING MY BEST
FRIEND’S DAD: Untouched Amy yearns for her hot older neighbor, a man she’s
known most of her life through her best friend. Now that she’s all alone for the
week and her hunky crush is single, she’ll find a way to get him to break her in
hard and without protection! A lucky run-in at the grocery store leads to an offer of
dinner, and both find their naughty wishes coming true! 4) EXAMINED BY MY DAD'S
BEST FRIEND: Innocent Rachel has a crush on a hunky older man she would never
be allowed to date—the best friend of the man of the house—so she settles for
someone her own age instead. But when her boyfriend gets fed up with her refusal
to go all the way with him, he suggests she get a medical checkup and she agrees.
When the doctor turns out to be her forbidden crush, she intends to get the most
out of her intimate exam, hard and raw! 5) WORSHIPPED BY THE PREACHER:
Cindy’s friend has dragged her to church purely for spectacle’s sake—the guest
preacher is rumored to be ultra-hot, and now untouched Cindy gets to see for
herself! She thinks everyone’s been exaggerating, but as she enters the church,
it’s not her sins draining from her when she gets a load of the hunky man of the
cloth! Once she manages to get alone with him, will he give her a load, hard and
without protection? Will they both get more than they bargained for? Adults only.
Tags: naughty neighbors, bareback unprotected sex, pregnant young, new adult
girl, breeding erotica, erotic romance, forbidden love & lust, old man domination,
innocent fertile brat bred, forced impregnation, pregnancy submission, innocence
& virginity lost, taboo student teacher affair, steamy doctor patient medical exam,
fmf menage, voyeurism, sharing tales, deflowering story, box set, series
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The Naughty One: A Doctor's Christmas Romance
Welcome to my hedonistic vision of unlimited lust and passion for adults to enjoy.
It has plot twists that you will see coming and others you wont see coming at your
naughty mind. Please enjoy each steamy story and you are very welcome.1.What
happens when I rent a room from two lesbians?2.What happens when my hot
friend really thinks I'm not into her?3.What happens my hot boss lets me get away
with too much?4.What happens when I got to a dinner party with my sexy
coworker?5.What happens my boss's husband has a naughty idea?6.What happens
when I help my friend go home to surprise her boyfriend?7.What happens when I
adopt Emily?8.What happens when I end up in the best interview ever?9.What
happens when I got to a concert with a girlfriend from work?10. What happens
when I tell a naughty lie to my sexy roommate?11. What happens when I become a
host dad to an 18-year-old from Finland?12. What happens when I work in a
Satellite office with horny married babes?13. What happens when a babe a work
inquiries about the towels in my car?14. What happens when a buddy from the
gym invites me to a fraternity party?15. What happens when I get adopted by two
lesbians?16. What happens when I go to lunch with two hot blondes from work?17.
What happens when I get a job as a secretary for a big time CEO?18. What
happens the tutor next door is my pre-calculus teacher?19. What happens when
I'm mesmerized by Miss Wendy's Sweet white thighs?20. What happens when I'm
hot for the married babe next door?21. What happens when I play a naughty game
with my assistant and she tells the other assistant?22. What happens when the hot
boss starts sexting you?23. What happens when I'm working on a project with a
hot blonde in a short skirt?24. What happens when a submissive married babe
brings you into her world?25. What happens the horny CEO and I get to know each
other?26. What happens when I rent a basement from a horny babe?27. What
happens when a babe from the gym refused my job offer?28. What happens when I
go sniffing around my hot coworker?29. What happens when my girlfriend's
roommate teases the hell out of me?30. What happens when I get stuck in elevator
with three hot curvy 18 year's babes?31. What happens when a hot twin hits me
with shopping cart?32. What happens when teasing my sexy coworker turns into
something more?33. What happens when I get adopted my a warm and loving
Italian family?34. What happens when I think my hot coworker is a tease and she
make me eat my words?
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